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****************************************************************************** 
I. Introduction ************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
In this FAQ I have typed the dialogue and story related text that appears in  
The Invincible Iron Man for Nintendo's Game Boy Advance.  

****************************************************************************** 
II. Version History ********************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
1.0 - June 27, 2005 

****************************************************************************** 
III. Script ****************************************************************** 
****************************************************************************** 
******************************************* 
*               Opening                   * 
******************************************* 
Alarms sound throughout the 
Stark Enterprises Building. 
Tony Stark rushes to grab his 
armor and face the threat as 
Iron Man. But to his horror... 

Tony Stark: My armor! 
            It's gone! 
            Fortunately, I 
            added a locator 
            beacon to the 
            suit, in case it 
            ever fell into the 
            wrong hands. 
            I'll have to use 
            one of my other 
            suits to find the 
            villains and 
            retrieve the armor 
            they stole. 

Iron Man: The locator 
           signal is 
           coming from 



           down there- 
           the culprits 
           must be hiding 
           at the docks. 
           I must act 
           quickly, before 
           they bypass 
           the security 
           systems - if 
           they master 
           the suit, there 
           will be no 
           stopping them! 
           Time to get 
           this show on 
           the road! 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 1                 * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: My cousin 
          Morgan Stark! 
          He must have 
          been the one 
          who stole the 
          armor. 
          It looks like he 
          was busy 
          cracking the 
          security codes... 
          Oh no! He's uploaded 
          the armor's system 
          data to another 
          location via satellite 
          link-up! 
          If the recipients decode 
          the data they will be 
          able to turn my own 
          armor against me, or 
          even reverse engineer 
          the design and 
          manufacture armored 
          creations on their 
          own! 
          Looking at this 
          computer, it appears 
          that the satellite 
          was aimed at a 
          location in a nearby 
          mountain range... 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 2                 * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: This welcome party wasn't 
          put here just for my benefit. 
          Looks like I've stumbled 
          across someone's secret 
          robot army, hidden in 
          these woods! 



          An operation of this scale is 
          way out of Morgan's league- 
          he must have been mixed 
          up in something much bigger 
          than I originally thought. 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 3                 * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: Blizzard! The cowardly 
          villain has fled now that 
          I've destroyed his 
          forest army. 
          He must know the 
          location of the data- 
          time to ask him some 
          tough questions. 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 4                 * 
******************************************* 
Blizzard: Ahh, the tin man - always 
          trying to spoil my fun! 
          Well. you may have 
          discovered our gathering 
          army, but that is merely 
          the tip of the iceberg... 
          With the data we uploaded 
          from your armor, we will 
          be able to build another 
          army, which even you 
          will be powerless to stop! 

Iron Man: Well, I'm here to make 
          sure things don't get 
          that far. I've defeated 
          you before, Blizzard, 
          and I will do it again. 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 5                 * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: It looks 
          like you 
          led me 
          right to 
          the back 
          door, 
          Blizzard. 
          Time to 
          find the 
          master- 
          mind 
          behind 
          this and 
          ensure 
          the stolen 
          data is 
          never 
          used. 



          I vowed to stay out of 
          the weapon building 
          business and I'll never 
          allow someone else to 
          build them with my 
          technology! 

******************************************* 
*             Cut Scene 6                 * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: My arch-nemesis, 
          Crimson Dynamo! 
          I should have guessed 
          this was one of 
          your schemes. 

Crimson Dynamo: You took your time, 
                Iron Man, but I'm afraid 
                you are too late- 
                I have already made good 
                use of the suit data I 
                uploaded to these 
                databanks! 

Iron Man: This stops here, Crimson 
          Dynamo, you will not use 
          my technology for 
          destruction. 

Crimson Dynamo: Hah! You will not find me 
                as easy to defeat as my 
                lackey, Blizzard! I have 
                used the data to calibrate 
                my armor so it now 
                absorbs the energy from 
                your repulsor weapons. 
                Your attacks will only 
                make me more powerful! 
                Hahahahaha... 

Iron Man: If he's right, that will 
          make him nearly 
          invincible. 
          I need to think my way 
          out of this one! 
          He must have some 
          weakness... 

******************************************* 
*                Ending                   * 
******************************************* 
Iron Man: The energy released from 
          Crimson Dynamo's 
          overloaded armor is 
          triggering explosions 
          throughout the tower! 
          All that electrical energy 
          will have wiped any 
          information stored within 
          the tower's databanks. 



          Now Iron Man's secrets 
          are safe once again! 
          Time to return home and 
          tighten security so that 
          my armor never falls into 
          the wrong hands again. 
          I averted this disaster, 
          but next time could 
          be a different story... 
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